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NFC - HF RFID

17.03.22

Lightweight, functional design features a robust ABS shell and comfortable webbing suspension with sweat-absorbing 

padding. Simple sliding adjustment system on the back. Chin strap buckle with emergency release at a load between 15 

and 25 kg.

Equipped with NFC TRACK tag for digital identification.

One size fits all.

Available in 4 colors. 

Ref. Product name
Size Weight

cm g oz STANDARD

0211 SAFETY STAR 53-61 cm 460 16.2 EN 397 + LD •

3 Fluo yellow1 Red 7 White

2 Light blue

Webbing suspension with
sweat-absorbing padding

NFC TRACK chip
for digital identification

SPARE PARTS

2067
Replacement chin strap 
padding (5 pcs).

2070

Replacement head band system
for the Safety Star helmet.



NFC Track | G.T.S.
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C.A.M.P. presents in this catalog a complete solution for the digital management of PPE, both for allocation to users 

and for periodic inspections: the NFC TRACK hardware tags on the products work seamlessly with the G.T.S. - Gear 

Tracking System software to make the system very intuitive and easy to use.

NFC TRACK chips are installed on many C.A.M.P. products (harnesses, helmets, Retexo 

lanyards). They can also be attached directly on any PPE by the user, so that the user can assign 

the PPE data to the chip by means of the C.A.M.P. G.T.S.

The HF RFID (High Frequency Radio Frequency Identification) communication system on which 

NFC is based allows the C.A.M.P. NFC TRACK to be easily read using any latest generation 

smartphone or for professionals using a PC reader.

NFC (Near Field Communication) technology is now present on most smartphones and used 

every day for smart payments. Today, it also represents the future for the individual 

identification of products.

Two different packages allow for carrying out 

periodic inspections and also for managing the 

company allocation of PPE to its employees.

The database of G.T.S. includes the technical 

information of all C.A.M.P. products for work at 

height and a large number of other products posted 

by other users of the community with publicly 

available information.

G.T.S. allows professionals to easily manage PPE both 

via the smartphone app (available on Play Store and 

Apple Store) and from a PC via the web app.
NFC TRACK chip

installed!
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